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Introduction

This year, at the Scottish Mental Health Arts Festival, we are exploring 
what it means to Gather.  

Our annual writing competition, held in partnership with Bipolar 
Scotland, is an opportunity to gather stories exploring what our theme 
means from different perspectives, provoking new ideas, emotions and 
reflections. Stories like these can help us to understand the complexity 
and diversity of our experiences with mental health.   

The pieces in this collection, encompassing fiction, poetry and creative 
non-fiction, explore gathering in engaging, innovative and unexpected 
ways. The theme was chosen to celebrate bringing people together 
again after the pandemic, but, aside from a beautifully crafted haiku, 
none explicitly address our experiences in lockdown. What many of 
them do, though, is highlight the human connections, through lasting 
relationships and spontaneous encounters, that we have all missed 
during this time. 

Several entries explore the challenges that gatherings can present, 
particularly for people who are neurodivergent or live with anxiety. 
Sometimes we all need to find space to gather ourselves and this book 
features some beautiful moments when a character does so and gains a 
new insight. Writers have also gathered memories for autobiographical 
pieces and there is a poem structured around gathering evidence of 
emotional abuse.   

In presenting this work, we would like to say a big thank you to author 
Catherine Simpson for hosting this year’s awards ceremony, to our 
writing awards jury Alison Cairns, Chris Maguire, Gordon Johnston 
and Niamh Gordon, and to Molly Porteous for her evocative and 
thoughtful illustrations. We would also like to thank Creative Scotland 
for supporting a series of writing workshops this spring and summer, 
enabling first-time and established writers to participate and develop 
their talent. Most of all, we would like to express our huge gratitude to 
everyone who submitted their writing to the competition.  

We hope that you enjoy reading this wonderful collection, that it will 
encourage you to reflect on what it means to gather and inspire you to 
pick up a pen.
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Comparing Hands
Cailean McBride

I.
We all bounce. It can neither be helped. 
Nor predicted. And we’re left flailing. 
In bad jobs. Bad loves. Bad debts. Bad lives.
Diving for cover from the shame of failing. 

A gaggle of schoolies. Gangling mass of limbs
in maroon and grey. Acne-pocked and awkward;
weirdly colliding in freakish happenstance.
Not something that’s occurred before or since.

We compared hands. Part of some game no doubt;
But when our turn comes, it’s different somehow. 
A feeling; not erotic, but connected; 
a match in the gawkish, too-tall artsy weirdos.

Raw, cold-bitten fingertips meet; But that’s it.
It’s no grand moment, no great love. We barely 
exchange a word again. But that day, it sticks.
And your touch scratches at my fingers still.

II.
But we all bounce. It can neither be helped.
Nor predicted. And we’re left flailing.
Slinking backwards to a childhood lair
Wandering through sodium streets gone alien.

Homing to the park; vertiginous arena,
of nascent crushes, awkward dreams. Staring
at a river no longer future spread. Hills 
cramped and enclosed. Not stretching bluely forever. 

And there you are. Loping, long-limbed, wild haired
across uneven grass. Phasing from the past. 
Older eyes squint merrily with a life lived
on mixed terms. You don’t (I think) see me and I smile

when you hunker down to spark up a joint, 
the first sweet cloud drifting across chill air.
I hover, torn between times. Yearning all the same.
How cool it might be to compare hands again.
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Carapace
Lindsay Johnstone

25th February 2020

I always assumed this building was a 
police station when I passed it daily in 
the car on the way home from work. 
Maybe it was that vaguely institutional, 
mid-noughties glass and steel look 
that did it. Now, having mapped my 
destination from a café along the 
street, I feel confused to have been 
led here, sure I must be at the wrong 
place. I peer inside, hesitant and self-
conscious as I imagine being observed 
from within all that glass. I spot the 
familiar blue NHS branding and head 
through the automatic doors.

Yet the confusion continues when I 
step inside, presenting my referral 
letter to the receptionist. “Doctor 
Ross? Frances - ” she calls to her 
colleague, “ - Do you know who this 
is? Woman here says she’s got an 
appointment -” She stabs a finger at the 
letter, harassed. 

There it is. Why do I automatically feel 
like an inconvenience standing here? 
I catch myself before an unnecessary 
apology spills out. Next, a surge of 
panic swelling from my solar plexus; 
maybe I am in the wrong place and 
it’s been my mistake. Those familiar, 
automatic worries that I’ve messed it 
up, gotten something confused, that it 
has to be my fault. 

I search for a way to rectify the 
situation myself, “Maybe I’ll just go 
in and have a look at the board…?” 
A nod and the return of my letter in 
place of further interaction. I leave the 
vestibule through yet more automatic 
glass doors, and spot Psychological 
Services listed on the top floor. Worry 
traded for irritation, I bound up the 
stairs angry that the effort I’d gone to 
gather myself over a decaf has been so 
swiftly replaced with clammy unease. 
Deep breath. It’s still only 12.55. I’m not 
going to be late.

She comes to fetch me in the waiting 
area. A surprising sight, she is far 
younger than I had expected given 
what I’d learned about the kind of 
training she must have undertaken. 
‘No kids,’ I think. 

She exudes warm authority. We make 
small talk on the way to her consulting 
room. Have I rushed from work? 
There is an acknowledgement this is 
outside of my normal routine and did 
it feel alright attending a meeting with 
someone new, somewhere different? 
This line of questioning provokes a 
silent retaliation of sorts. Of course I 
feel fine meeting her here. I know this 
part of town; used to live here. I’m 
not someone who agonises for days, 
preparing for a meeting such as this. 
Yet, on the outside I know I am 
working to project a certain cool, to 
mirror her urbane demeanour.
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We arrive in a softer, girlier space than 
I had expected. Window open, this 
particular late-February afternoon is 
unexpectedly sunny and warm. There 
is here, too, a ‘therapeutic’ couch – 
though muted grey velour with bright 
yellow scatter cushions. Two imitation 
Eames chairs face each other, her desk 
close to the window. This feels far less 
clinical than the spaces I’ve gotten used 
to. She invites me to sit.

“So, you’ve been meeting with…” She is 
looking at me, expectantly, “What is it 
that you call her?”

“Call her?” The question has taken me 
by surprise. “Oh, I don’t!” I blurt out. 
She raises her brows. I wonder what 
I’ve communicated to her without even 
having begun to talk. 

“Well, how shall we refer to her in 
this meeting?” I sense something 
approaching judgement in the room.

A moment. “Ms Christie?” I offer. 
This seems at once inadequate and 
regrettable. Should I be referring to her 
by her first name, having never used it? 
The surname sounds wrong, though. 
Like I’m talking about one of my girls’ 
teachers. I try to recover, reminding 
myself this is a one-off meeting. A box-
ticking exercise. 

“Well, what normally happens means 
I’ve never used her name. I sit in the 
waiting room, she comes to collect me, 
there’s a nod, I gather my stuff and 
follow her to the office.”

I had grown used to that walk. Me, 
trailing behind her awkwardly carrying 
my bag, coat, hat and flask. The 
deferent holding open of each of the 
secure doors between the waiting 
room and her office, her eyes lowered 
to the ground as I took the weight and 
whispered ‘thank you’ at each one. It 
was often raining on those Thursdays, 
and I’d have darted from the car park 
to the awning, hands full and hoping 
to be let in quickly after buzzing. 
Regardless of when I’d last gone to the 
toilet, I’d have to ask to be let through 
the first of the doors, behind which the 
toilets were located. I tried to do this 
without showing the embarrassment 
that comes from having asked the 
same receptionist the same question 
every week. 

“Okay…” She stretches it out. “Ms. 
Christie has asked that we meet 
to assess your suitability for more 
intensive talking therapy. She and I 
have discussed that this is something 
you may embark upon together, 
under supervision, and as part of – 
Ms. Christie’s - ongoing professional 
development…”

I am distracted by her appearance. Her 
highlighted hair, pulled back in a low 
ponytail. The structured, pocketed 
skirt. Boxy, dark blouse. Single chain 
glinting in that surprising February 
sunshine. Is this her uniform? She’d 
crossed her legs as she sat; coupled her 
lower half with a space-staking upper 
body. She reeks of confidence. I perch 
- not without consideration, either - in 
a way I hope conveys my engagement 
and cooperation.

Her manner is vaguely conspiratorial. 
Is she interested in whether I might let 
slip an aspect of my therapy so far with 
‘Ms. Christie’ that will lead her down a 
specific line of enquiry? I begin – as I’d 
done with each new therapist – by 
offering some ‘highlights’.

She appears interested enough in my 
story. She makes all the right noises 
and I notice her shifting position in 
her chair in ways that make it seem so. 
I register the familiar flush of success 
from having told my story well.

“In the sessions, do you feel you’re 
getting anywhere?” 

Does she want to hear that I’m feeling 
much better now, or that I think that 
I’ve not yet come on much? Did I feel 
I’d started to get any better? I hadn’t 
had a panic attack in a couple of 
weeks, but the low-level anxiety that 
thrummed as backdrop to my day-
to-day life hadn’t exactly subsided. I 
mention the way I fixate on sensations 
or symptoms in my body, convinced 
they’re a sign of something sinister 
that, should I ignore it, will kill me. 

“Right now, for example,” I say, “I’ve 
been troubled by this tender spot in my 
left armpit and I’ve been trying hard to 
resist acting upon my impulse, which 
is to visit the GP and get some sort of 
reassurance about it.”

“A ‘tender’ spot. Hmm.” She seems 
to think on this for a moment 
and I wonder what connections 
she’s drawing.

“I’ve convinced myself that my 
‘symptoms’ are evidence that I’m 
terminally ill, or likely to drop down 
dead any minute.” I elaborate, choosing 
from a ready array of examples that 
cover various points on the timeline 
and sites on my body.

I reflect on having felt, through each 
of these crises, such acute fear and 
loneliness. A childlike state where it 
was both overwhelming yet shameful, 
too, to admit the source of my distress. 
From the outside, the appearance of 
health yet under the surface, the 
belief that something was slowly 
destroying me. 

“And are your sessions helping you to 
manage when these kinds of 
thoughts appear?”

I think quickly. Should I reveal I’ve 
been troubled by the lack of direction; 
the pressure to speak; the painful 
anticipation of what I think her 
expressions reveal?

“I do feel… heard,” I answer, hoping I’m 
saying the right thing, demonstrating 
I have enough of the language of 
therapy to validate my opinion. “It’s 
a safe space, and I’ve brought a lot 
to the work over the past couple of 
months. I do worry I’ve used it more 
as an opportunity to offload so I can 
get on and live, but I’m not sure I’d 
say I’ve gotten much better, exactly… 
I don’t get the sense that I’m being 
encouraged in one direction or the 
other, to be honest… ” I trail off before 
I say any more.
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I catch sight of myself again on the 
way out, through all that glass. A 
tailored, cropped wide-legged trouser. 
A neutral trainer. A long-line, open-
fronted denim shirtdress over a simple 
white t-shirt. A statement necklace. 
I could be the therapist, I fantasise 
again. Had I succeeded in presenting 
a version of myself that all at once 
conveyed the qualities I prized the 
most – that I was educated, articulate, 
self-aware, capable… An equal? Or, in 
my desperation to be accepted, had I 
instead revealed the carefully curated 
surface a carapace? Above all, I didn’t 
want to look like a ‘service user’. 
A patient.

“…Well, the therapy is about the 
dynamic between therapist and 
patient,” She comes back bluntly. 
“I wonder if you were expecting 
something from her that you’re not 
getting?” That tone again. The head 
teacher fishing for dirt on a junior 
colleague and the consequent worry 
I’ve somehow landed her in it. And a 
feeling of foolishness – for all I claim 
to know about the process, I hadn’t 
sussed this out.

And so I am forced to think again. 
The ‘dynamic’. The ‘relationship’. Our 
sessions had been stilted, awkward, 
pained at times. Had I been able to 
let my guard down? I reflect again 
on how she’d taken to addressing it 
in the sessions, bringing up ‘What’s 
happening here in our work… between 
the two of us,’ in a way that made me 
groan. ‘This isn’t about us,’ I would 
catch myself thinking. ‘I don’t need 
another relationship to agonise over.’ 
I didn’t like being told that what 
happened outside of the room and 
what happened in it were connected. 
It felt intrusive. Presumptuous, 
somehow. Leading.

I wonder, also, about the professional 
agreement that exists between these 
two women. The younger having 
somehow already completed the 
consuming training. The older of 
the two, less-well-put-together as I 
had noticed at our weekly sessions. 
Good from the front, but neglectful 
of her rear image, forgetting, perhaps, 
that she led her clients along to each 
session, giving them ample opportunity 

to scrutinise and cast judgement on 
what they saw. For me, this meant a 
weekly assessment of her hair. Was 
it freshly washed? The roots recently 
touched up? What of that particular 
day’s choice of clothes? She favoured 
the ubiquitous wrap dress which 
swaddled a tummy, thighs and upper 
arms that look yielding to the touch. 
Plumped for the grey 80-denier tights 
and cork wedges beloved of women 
conned into thinking they offered more 
comfort than a stiletto, but which 
instead force a flat-footed clomp. These 
quick appraisals reminded me of the 
covert exchanges I used to have in 
Standard Grade Maths with the boy 
I sat beside.  We’d speculate often as 
to whether our matronly teacher had 
had sex the night before. If she was in 
a humourless mood, we’d agree not. 
When there was an occasional flash of 
something more playful (‘I digress!’ 
she’d trill, catching herself if we’d 
happened to stray from equations) 
we’d chuckle conspiratorially about 
what it most obviously meant. 

Ms. Christie was just as unknowable to 
me and gave nothing away about her 
personal life. I could only amuse myself 
by filling in the blanks.

The meeting with Doctor Ross draws 
to a close. She’ll communicate her 
‘recommendations’ and thanks me 
for taking the time to attend. We say 
our goodbyes as she shows me out, 
unsure what exactly she might be 
communicating in the letter she is 
off to write yet sensing it isn’t my 
place to ask.
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The Other Side 
of the Door
Eilidh Morris

I am a child in the throes of 
anticipation and anxiety. Soon, the 
people will be here. There will be 
knocking, or the bell will ring, or the 
letter box will clatter below shadows 
which loom through cloudy glass. I lie 
on the mauve carpet underneath the 
window, waiting and listening for the 
crunch of stones in the driveway to 
start the countdown, usually preceded 
by the thump of car doors and the 
uneven rumbling of suitcase wheels. I 
wonder if my gran will once again be 
wearing the perfume that makes me 
sore, a silver lining scent that gives 
me permission to flee to my bedroom 
for half an hour. I joke that I must be 
allergic to her. The underlying aversion, 
greater than my avoidance of strong 
smells, is becoming harder and harder 
to ignore.

There’s a predictability to the 
beginning of these family gatherings. A 
cluster of aunts and uncles and cousins 
and grandparents lumbers through 
over the threshold and the chaotic 
dance of hugs thickens the air. I feel 
very, very warm. Arms protrude in 
every direction, and so I stand in one 
place, motionless. If I blend in, maybe 
they will forget me, or assume I have 
already received my greeting.
But the unavoidable familiar pressure 
to ‘get it over with’, means twenty 
hands soon pat my back and pull me 

close, hold me for different amounts 
of time at different angles in their own 
unique way. They’re all smiling. I’m 
smiling politely.

I am a good girl. I don’t want to be rude 
or selfish, two traits I have strongly 
internalised as being very bad things. 
I worry I will exhibit these traits too, 
so I people-please before I know such 
a phrase exists. The adults say I’m 
conscientious. It’s obvious I respond 
well to praise. And, as much as I 
want to body-swerve my approaching 
relatives who seem to hug so freely, 
I don’t want to get into trouble. I do 
what I’m told.

If I am not lying on the floor of the 
lounge, I am in the bathroom at 
the moment of their arrival. Very 
convenient timing. This is the one 
door in the house with a lock I can 
use. I’m quite smug in my first foray in 
avoidance techniques - no-one can tell 
me off for going to the toilet. My face 
presses against the wood and my feet 
extend back far from the door as to 
not cast a telling shadow underneath. 
I hear the lively scuffle begin in the 
hallway and I vividly picture all the 
bodies tangled in reunion and ritual. 
My name is mentioned, but my plan 
worked so well in tricking the relatives 
that my absence draws no suspicion. I 
can’t believe I’m getting away with it. 
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The voices gradually file into the living 
room. For a moment I feel relief, until 
I remember I am expected to follow 
them. The limbs I avoided will be 
replaced by the same number of eye-
balls. Their erratic vision will splice the 
room into silence as they flick in my 
direction and scatter my focus. I grow 
warmer still.

Some definitions of discomfort are 
easier to categorize than others. Shoes 
can be too small. Stomachs easily upset 
from motion sickness. When there’s a 
burning under your skin and a squirm 
through your bones, however, one may 
encounter a well of confusion trying 
to find the root of the upset, and even 
deeper flooding in trying to address it. 
As a child, I don’t know that no-one 
will ever explain any of this to me. 
Equally, no-one knows I am waiting 
for answers.

As I move through life, avoidance is 
an instinct often hard to resist and 
a coping mechanism that results in 
social isolation and deteriorating self-
confidence. In the moments of low 
energy and lower mood, I disengage 
from the situations where I experience 
discomfort, unable to find a more 
precise solution without help. Unsure 
how I might ever come across such 
assistance. Secretly, I blame myself 
for my difficulty with navigating adult 
existence. I have many painful or 
confusing moments, and I think I must 
be the problem.

Eventually, I convince myself that I 
must be asocial. ‘I just prefer my own 

wasn’t always considered work. There 
is a part of me that grieves for the 
hundreds of hours spent hunched over 
my own skull trying to figure out what I 
was doing wrong.

But the much bigger part? It’s 
brimming with hope.

I frequently visit a coffee shop that 
looks like no living room I’ve ever had. 
I walk right through the glass doorway, 
sanitize my hands, scan the room and 
walk straight to the queue point. I say 
the same order almost every time. I 
pay for a mocha and smile at faces I see 
every week. I sit at a table that reminds 
me of my high school art department 
and I pretend it’s my own. 

People come in and out sporadically, 
but there’s no more countdowns, 
or adults to tell me how to react. 
On a good day, I am, for the most 
part, comfortable. Social dynamics 
between strangers have been easier 
to understand because I now know 
I always have the choice to opt out. 
This is frighteningly fresh news to me. 
The knowledge that I am allowed to 
set the terms of my place in a social 
setting is what allows me to stay. 
Through this new comfort, I sit by 
myself often and I draw and write. 
I am myself in this room of people, 
and those more assertive than I am 
at this point in my life have spoken to 
me with respect for boundaries and 
patience. Their awareness of my initial 
skittishness does not go unnoticed, 
and they already understand from their 
own lives that walking into a room is 

company’, I lie to myself. I spend 
so much time alone and in the back 
of my mind I obsess and fantasize 
about existing in friendships and 
relationships that don’t end, or confuse 
me, or cause me to overheat and shut-
down. I learn about chronic loneliness 
and that you can end up physically 
distancing yourself from others in 
public spaces even if you want to be 
close to others. I deny reality for a 
moment, but I can see the chairs I 
have chosen not to sit in. I want to be 
included. I want to be held.

I enter rooms with people in them, 
and I try to act like them. This is 
okay, because I don’t know how to 
act like other people, so I inevitably 
act like myself, albeit a much quieter, 
reserved version. I have to start again 
somewhere and I remind myself I am 
trying. People say it will get easier.
It does and it doesn’t.

I am diagnosed as being on the 
autism spectrum at 30 years old, and 
I am extremely happy about this. I 
calculate that 70% of my long-term 
unanswered questions about myself, 
my experiences, my joys and my 
traumas, are now solved. I spend days 
rejoicing because I can, and because it’s 
hard to “just be yourself” as an autistic 
if you don’t know you are autistic. 
It often means trading in pieces of 
mental health to survive moments 
that, to others, are just normal or 
inconsequential. I didn’t know how 
much work I was putting into trying to 
understand people and be around them 
comfortably until I found out that this 

never just as simple as walking into 
a room. I come to love those who are 
gentle in their footsteps and patient 
in words repeated as many times as 
needed. There’s a reason I pressed 
my ear to the bathroom door, and 
lay under the window listening so 
intently, when I could have just as 
easily hid in a cupboard. As much as 
I am overwhelmed and as much as I 
continue to be frequently confused, I 
still want to be included, even if I need 
to spend some time on the other side 
of a door.
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Convening the Parliament
Christopher Queen

I could rarely sleep past five when I first stopped taking 
the medication so I was used to hearing the noise of the 
magpies when I woke up. That morning it had seemed 
more urgent than their usual calls; the staccato ack-ack 
like mocking laughter. Three birds scattered as I took my 
coffee out to the step leaving a blooded and feathered pile 
on the ground by the feeder; left eye pin-pecked from their 
head and tail feathers at right angles to their body. Head 
and breast denuded in livid patches. I was sure that it was 
dead. So sure that I’d initially thought to put it in the bin, 
glad at least that no one else was awake to see it. As I got 
near to the bird its legs clawed at the air and it scrabbled 
backwards in a panicked fight.

I lined an old nappy box with newspaper and a bowl of 
water and gently covered the magpie with a dishtowel - 
they won’t fly if they can’t see, someone told me once. As I 
lifted it up I could feel its bones, brittle and thin under my 
fingers. A good squeeze could crack them, snap the head. 
End it. Its heart fluttered under my thumbs. I laid the bird 
in the box and covered it over, listening for the click of its 
beak in the water bowl and finished my cold coffee.

They can be pretty brutal, the lady from the RSPB said 
when she walked up in her soldierly uniform. Especially 
this time of year when they’re nesting. You’ve got one 
up there, she said, pointing to the tree at the end of 
the driveway. A nest. Must be some kind of racket in 
the mornings.

I agreed and she put the scratching little bird into a snug 
brown box with a cut cardboard handle. It looked like a 
takeaway container from a restaurant. I didn’t ask if she 
thought it would survive.

I used to be scared of birds - pigeons particularly but all 
of them to a degree. Skittish, unpredictable and made 
entirely of sharp edges and harsh sounds. I had decided 
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It wasn’t black at all. Or it was, but not only. A green band 
revealed itself across the centre as I continued to take it 
in, and then blocks of colour across each divided half - 
red, blue, red. Only just discernible. I felt like I was falling 
into it, seeing a world disappear like trying to clutch on to 
thoughts from a dream. A doorway into a place I wasn’t 
quite allowed to see.

The guide told me about the artist. That he’d refused to 
paint people or landscapes because to do so was to imply a 
judgement. That this person, that this landscape was more 
important than others. More significant than you. That if 
art is a commodity then it ceases to be art so he took away 
everything, anything that could be used or manipulated; 
anything that a critic could look at and cling on to as a way 
to say that this is what the artist was trying to tell us.

He said we shouldn’t ask what art represents. It should ask 
us what we represent.

And for the last five years of his life he painted only these 
huge black blocks with colours so dark they were almost 
invisible, five years falling forward into 
these gigantic monoliths scoured with brightness and 
beauty that few would ever see unless a kind stranger 
touches them lightly on the arm and asks them to 
keep looking.

A magpie’s feathers aren’t black and white. They’re 
threaded through with a black rainbow, a spectrum of 
oil-slicked opalescent purples and greens that flashes 
in the sun. They’re clever, and vicious and arrogant and 
beautiful and noisy and omnivorous. Even a monolith isn’t 
a monolith if you keep looking.

I heard the calls again a few mornings later. Sadder and 
softer, less aggrieved than before. Rhythmic, in a bestial 
way. At the end of the driveway around fifty birds gathered, 
trudging a somnolent clockwise march around the spot 
their comrade fell. They didn’t scatter at my approach this 
time or break their stride. Except to widen the circle and 
make space for me to join.

that this was no way to behave in a city full of urban gulls 
raised on kebab meat and took it upon myself to perform 
some kind of DIY aversion therapy, sitting with my 
lunch each day on the steps of the gallery as the pigeons 
swarmed at my feet pecking for fumbled crumbs. One day 
when I was staring at a three-bean wrap and trying to shut 
out the scratching of talons on concrete a young man sat 
on the step next to me. Those were the words that seeing 
him put in my head - not a guy, or a bloke. Ironed shirt and 
sensible shoes, hair combed and solid jaw shaved clean. A 
respectable young man. I assumed he was a lost tourist. 
No one else in this city would just approach a stranger and 
strike up a conversation.

He said he didn’t like modern art. That he preferred 
‘proper’ paintings. I didn’t ask what he meant by that. The 
implication was that we both knew what a proper painting 
was. That there would be some common ground between 
us, the respectable young man and I; crumpled and creased 
and anxious. And then he segued in a way he’d clearly done 
a hundred times before to talk to me about Jesus; to invite 
me to his church. He could see, he said, that I was lost.

Aren’t we all, I said.

He asked if I believed in evolution, this six-foot clean-cut 
block of good genes in pleated-front khakis. And I looked 
at the seagulls lurching and screeching, picking the meat 
from the bones of a box of fried chicken, tiny raptors 
plucking at carrion. I thought that I could push him, one 
good solid shove that would tip him over. His solid bulk 
snapping his own neck on the Caithness slab.

I stumbled over an excuse and walked into the gallery to 
get away.

On the second floor in a corner nook there was a solid 
black square that took up most of the wall . As I took what 
I judged to be an appropriate look and went to move on, 
the attendant in a teal council-issue polo shirt lightly 
touched my arm to stop me. Give it a minute more, she 
said. Keep looking.
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Lighting the Way  
Isla Blackley

There was a certain numbness which 
overcame me when I was told by the 
doctor that in no uncertain terms 
would I ever be able to see again. 
A numbness, and initially an anger, 
flashing red-hot like the sun. The 
depression I’ve kept at bay for so many 
years now threatened to once more 
become uncontained. This gave way, 
as it often does eventually, to a subtler 
kind of melancholy, deep-rooted, like 
the deepest oceans which the whales 
have made their home. 
 It’s in this state which I now find 
myself in, with a wave of joy holding 
its hand at the same time – an odd 
mingling of emotions. My daughter 
has just given birth to her first child, 
a boy, and I’m being slowly steered 
through the Maternity Unit at the 
Queen Elizabeth University Hospital 
in Glasgow to meet him for the first 
time by my guide dog, a Labrador 
Retriever. All I can see are the vaguest 
patches of light in the extremities 
of my peripheral vision. The noises 
surrounding me, doors opening and 
shutting, shuffles of clothing as people 
walk past me, voices speaking about 
appointment times and rooms, provide 
a soundscape, allowing my brain to fill 
in the gaps which my eyes used to. 
 And then, I’m greeted with the 
voice of my daughter. 
 “Look who’s come to meet you. 
It’s your granny.” 
 Granny. As if I’m already 
someone’s granny! Although of course 

I’m perfectly old enough for such an 
occurrence, somehow in my sixties. It’s 
a cause for delight of course, a beautiful 
light in my otherwise dark world. 
 “Thanks so much for coming,” 
my daughter gushes. “Would you like to 
hold him?” 
 Trusting as ever, as I settle into 
a seat which I’ve been told is by her 
bedside, she carefully hands his tiny 
body to me, his weight softening into 
my arms. What must he see when 
he looks back at me? I hope he can 
understand somewhere in his new-
born mind my love for him, this new 
little being, my own baby’s baby. As 
he shuffles a little in my arms, I hear 
the tiny noises he makes, so like my 
daughter’s thirty-one years ago, that it 
causes me to make a tiny gasp. It’s as 
if I’m there again, myself having only 
just given birth to my baby, the woman 
now lying in the hospital bed in the 
maternity ward. 
 “He’s beautiful,” I tell her, lifting 
my gaze to where I imagine hers to be. 
She knows what I mean. That while I 
cannot see him, I don’t have to, because 
he’s here, and he’s hers, and that is 
beauty in and of itself. “Tell me…what 
colour are his eyes?” 
 I almost hear the sound of my 
daughter’s empathy, the tiny breath 
she makes. She’s strong, my girl, always 
was, and was never a child who would 
easily become tearful like so many, 
probably due to her growing up as 
the youngest sibling with only older 

brothers for company so much of 
the time.
 “They’re brown. Just the same as 
yours, almost golden.” 
 I smile, inwardly conjuring 
images of his golden, sun-like irises. 
I imagine all the things he is yet to 
see with those eyes. Places he may 
visit, people whose faces he will come 
to know closely. Books he will read, 
films he will watch, artworks he might 
interpret. A whole life, yet to be lived. 
 If my out-the-blue diagnosis of 
Giant Cell Arteritis has allowed me 
anything, it’s the appreciation of what 
my grandson has: the gift of sight, 
taken for granted by so many. For 
me, sight was my greatest joy, which I 
suppose shouldn’t come as a surprise. 
It’s the sense which we often hold 
the most valuable, and yet ironically, 
the one which so many people take 
as a given. I wonder sometimes, how 
much effort we should make, to truly 
understand what we have. I know I was 
always the sort of person who breezed 
through life, preferring to exist in a 
constant state of flux, rather than to 
dwell on the inconsistencies of being 
alive. This, I would often think, isn’t 
worthy of my time and attention, 
not when I could instead be doing 
something useful, more productive. 
 With my new-born grandson in 
my arms, however, I wish really that I’d 
spent more time in my younger years 
noticing the beauty around me. I was 
the person who would go to a beautiful 

place and be thinking of the next place 
I was planning on going. I suppose 
if losing my sight has allowed me to 
appreciate something else more clearly, 
it’s where I was at fault while I could 
still see. 
 I hand my grandson back to his 
mother, and I listen to them together, 
and picture in my mind’s eye what my 
daughter looks like in this moment. 
She’ll have an expression of quiet 
delight, I’m most certain. Like me, she 
doesn’t usually overly express herself, 
preferring mostly to go inward. 
 I’ve become like this even more 
so, going inward becoming the most 
obvious place for me to go. After all, 
I’ve come to rely now on my knowledge 
of what things look like through my 
memory of them. It causes me to 
wonder at times how it is for those 
people who are born blind. I’m grateful, 
at least, that when someone tells me 
they are putting the kettle on, I know 
what one looks like, or when someone 
describes to me in great detail the 
colours of a sunset, I can recall such 
ones I’ve seen myself. 
 I’m not sure what the last thing 
I could see was. I suppose it’s because 
my loss of sight didn’t happen all of a 
sudden, but rather, encroached upon 
me as a result of GCA until I was left 
with only darkness and vague shafts of 
light, along with the other symptoms, 
rather like having the flu initially, jaw 
pain and dizziness. Perhaps it is almost 
like a metaphor for growing older. It 
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doesn’t simply just happen, it takes 
time, although at times it would feel 
as though it did just happen out of the 
blue, in the same way one wakes up and 
goes to the bathroom to find the face in 
the mirror is old. 
 It caused a rift between my 
daughter and I, as I refused to go to 
a doctor with my symptoms. I kept 
telling her I’d be alright, I just needed a 
rest and all would be well. She wouldn’t 
listen to me, but eventually gave up, my 
own stubbornness overpowering her 
own. And she was right. I should have 
listened to her, should have realised 
that something definitely was wrong 
and it required attention. 
  “Mum?” My daughter’s voice 
pulls me into the present. “What do 
you think?” 
 “Hm?” 
 Her husband’s deep voice joins 
in. “Of the name we’re thinking of 
giving him?” 
 I didn’t even realise he had 
entered the room, so lost in my own 
thoughts I am at times. “And what was 
that, did you say?” 
 “Kiran. It means a beam of 
light. It seems fitting, somehow,” my 
daughter tells me. 
 The name brings a gentle smile 
to my face. The baby boy is indeed like 
a ray of sunlight, lighting the way for 
all of us, especially me. This gathering, 
allowing me to find hope when I’m 
surrounded by darkness, day in, 
day out. 
 “It’s perfect. Little Kiran,” I 
agree, the atmosphere in the room 
feeling bright and buoyant around me, 
having welcomed Kiran into the world. 
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Home
Tom Newlands

My mam says to me, 'You know Gunner’s brought a 
present for you?’
 ‘Aye?’
 ‘Aye. Eat up. You can get it when you finish.’
 Gunner was a gangly-looking thing with a head like 
a conker, hair shaved off, nose like a witch from a crap 
cartoon. The three of us were sat together round the 
table finishing food he had made us. We were using the 
Argos plates.
 Then my mam looked up at Gunner like a wee lassie 
and went, ‘Could you wheel me out to the phone box 
please?’
 ‘Aye no problem, doll,’ he says, stacking the plates, 
rising up.
 She’d always told me she hated being called doll. He 
wheeled her out from the table. I forced another forkful of 
dry potato down.
 ‘Cora, grab me my twenty pences?’ she went.
 I got up and gathered her coin bags and put them in 
her lap, thinking the whole time of what this present might 
be. To be fair to Gunner he didn’t look freaked out by any 
of this. It seemed like my mam had explained all the wee 
weirdnesses of our life to him.
 As soon as he clicked the front door shut behind 
them I took the potato remains to the kitchen, binned 
them, then flopped onto the settee. My mam had gone to 
all the bother of lighting a cherry candle and putting the 
radio on. It was Phase FM. They had the floor-fillers going.
 I was mainly worried that these men would be 
dangerous. Gunner seemed like a strange one. Aye, I 
could picture him being dragged down off a drainpipe 
by the police. 
 When he was eating I’d held my fork in front of my 
eye so the prongs made little prison bars up and down his 
face. It looked perfect, but at the same time he’d baked 
us potatoes, we had actually eaten them – that was a 
skill. That meant he was already better than most of the 

boyfriends my mam had put up in our wee house.
 First there was Dunc. Then Grant with the tablets. 
There was Fudgie, one minute our saviour, the next minute 
a scumbag and a rattlesnake. And then Terry. Terry looked 
like someone who would lock you in his basement and 
force you to eat paint. He ate sixteen eggs a day and had a 
broken rowing machine that got stored under my bed. His 
half-brother had a timeshare but we never did get to go to 
Puerto de la Cruz. Mam had promised that Terry would 
be the last.
 The door went, Gunner came back in looking bigger 
than before, alone. I did a grin. I had no idea where to 
put my hands, and I got that frozen feeling in me, like – it 
wasn’t total fear – but maybe more like when you think you 
have an insect on you but you can’t see it.
 I suddenly wondered what he thought of our living 
room, if it was tidy enough, if it smelt. Working out the 
smell of your own house was the hardest thing. Ask mam 
about pot pourri, I thought.
 ‘Hey.’
 ‘Hi,’ I goes. He flopped down at the opposite end of 
the settee. Sunk down in a seat you could see how spidery 
he was – he was built like the men you saw hanging round 
the pool hall.
 Nothing else got said. I was desperate to say it, so I 
says, ‘You know she doesn’t need to be wheeled round?’
 ‘Yeah?’
 ‘It’s an act. She can wheel herself.’
 ‘Ach, it’s nice to be nice,’ he went. I wondered how 
long this niceness could last. ‘Anyway,’ he turned towards 
me on the settee, ‘Your mam said it might be good if 
me and you went out on the back step for a wee blether, 
explain a few things, like? She says you like a seat out 
there, if the weather’s alright?’
 ‘Okay.’
 He stood up. I stood up. I walked through to the 
kitchen in silence and he followed – there was mess 
everywhere in there from his cooking. I was praying my 
present wasn’t going to be more food.
 ‘You head out, I’ll be out in a sec,’ he went, stopping 
by the fridge.
 I sat down on the step in the pool of backdoor light. 
It was dusky and warm and the sky was blackish-looking. 
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Beyond the swing-ball set and the ferret hut you saw the 
Firth and the North Sea sparkling in silence.
 ‘Right,’ Gunner said from out of nowhere, and sat 
down next to me, but on the ground. It made our heads 
more level. He had an Argos side plate with two damaged 
donuts on it.
 ‘Is this my present?’ I took one, grinning. 
 He laughed, ‘No, just a wee treat.’
 I smiled at the donut and bit into it as if I knew that. 
I felt like he was watching so I wasn’t able to chew in my 
normal way.
 ‘I love donuts,’ he went. 
 ‘Aye, me too.’
 Away from the yellowy living room light he actually 
looked quite fit. How had my mam managed this? It didn’t 
make sense – nothing against my mam, but why wasn’t 
Gunner out doing young man things, with lassies who 
didn’t have a grown-up wean?
 Right away I had the feeling he must have a few 
women on the go. I could picture them – nippy creatures, 
pushing their weans round the low flats, pouting.
 He said, ‘So these phone calls she makes. What’s 
that about?’
 ‘It’s silly. She phones a psychic hotline, most nights. 
She believes in all that.’ 
 ‘A psychic hotline?’
 ‘You phone up for advice. They tell her when her 
luck will change. What her overall destiny is. About her 
money, her cholesterol – all that sort of thing.’
 ‘Right. Sounds mental. How’s she paying for it?’ 
 ‘Family allowance.’
 ‘Right,’ he went, pushing donut into his mouth.
 ‘Keeps her happy. We’re lucky we’ve got the phone 
right in front of the house.’
 ‘I suppose.’ He put the plate down and brushed 
his hands together. ‘So how are you getting on at 
school darlin’?
 ‘Struggling, really.’
 ‘Do you like the school?’
 ‘No,’ I stopped and thought of any extra things
 I could say about it then just went, ‘No,’ again with a 
crinkled nose and a wee crap laugh.
He smiled, ‘I remember the feeling. What one you at?’ 

 ‘District.’
 ‘I went to District!’
 ‘That’s so weird!’ I says.
 ‘Aye, does Argyll still teach English?’
 ‘I get Mr Argyll! He hates me. Late again, Cora! Cora, 
calm yourself!  Those are his catchphrases.’
 ‘Argyll was a cunt,’ he went. There was no apology 
for the word in the way he said it or how his face was. And 
he was right. My heart went flimsy. I couldn’t gulp.
 ‘Aye,’ I croaked, wanting to repeat the word back to 
him, showing him that even though I didn’t use it much I 
still knew it, that we could be friends because of this, but 
deciding, too fast, Cora.
 Then my mam came, wheeling herself round the side 
path. She had a shoe box on her knee which I could see was 
my present, so I looked down, because of the awkwardness 
of presents. There were dots of sugar and donut in tiny 
crumbles round my feet.
 ‘Hello, Maggie doll,’ he went.
 ‘That’s me done on the phone. I’m going in to do 
Ceefax, but here, this is for you Cora, from Gunner.’
 I stood up and took it off her and then sat 
back down. 
 ‘Just a wee thing, have a look,’ Gunner went.
 I opened the lid, scrumpled the tissue off – pink 
Asics. Brand new and rubbery- smelling, spotless, with tags 
– they hadn’t belonged to anyone else. I couldn’t wait to 
see Jo’s face.
 ‘Oh wow! I love them!’ I stood straight up and gave 
my mam a hug.     
 ‘Dinnae hug me, hug Gunner, it was all his 
stupid idea!’
 I looked round and Gunner was sat with his arms 
out. I told myself it was okay and then put the shoe box 
down in the grass and then I walked over and leant down 
and hugged him. His shoulders felt totally solid, like a tree, 
or the monkey-bars. His head prickled my chin. He smelled 
like a stranger.
 ‘See you in a minute,’ my mam went, disappearing 
round the side of the house, one wheel squeaking.
 ‘Be in in a minute, Maggie doll,’ Gunner called. 
 ‘Thank you,’ I says again, and sat down.
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 ‘Aye, your mam gave me the size, like. Do you like 
the colour?’ 
 I hated the idea of pink, but I nodded yes.
 ‘Haw, listen,’ Gunner went suddenly, pointing up.
 I sat on my hands and looked up. It was nearly total 
black and there was nothing there – no moon, no star 
patterns. Then the noise came again – the weird soft noise 
of a bird saying something.
 ‘What’s that?’ I asked. 
 ‘A hoolit.’
 ‘What’s a hoolit?’
 ‘An owl. Hoolit is the Scottish word for owl,’ he said. 
 ‘How can you tell what bird it is without seeing it?’ 
 ‘My da taught me the bird calls.’
 The trainer tissue hissed in the wind. It was so weird 
to me that this shaven-headed man knew things about 
birds. I went, ‘Do you know other bird names too?’
 ‘Aye – Paitrick, Hern, Cushat. There’s loads.’ he said. 
 ‘Is your da some kind of expert?’ I went.
 ‘No, he was a welder.’ 
 ‘A welder?’
 ‘Aye, but he was a poacher too. Bit of a nutter. He’s 
dead now, like, the old boy.’ 
 ‘How did he teach you about birds?’
 ‘Walking, mainly. Looking. Me and him would go out 
and we’d gather up feathers together. Look them up in his 
field book. I kept them in my pencil case.’
 ‘You still got them?’
 ‘Nope.’ Then there was a pause. Then he nods and 
goes, ‘You really like them?’ 
 ‘Feathers?’ I says, trying to be funny.
 ‘Trainers.’
 ‘Oh. Aye! I’ve started running. It helps. I’ll run 
in these.’
 He looked away into the neighbours garden. ‘Aye? 
Good. It’s no easy. To know. You – I’ve never – there’s 
never been a daughter before, like.’
 It felt alright so I went, ‘What’s that like then?’ 
 ‘What?’
 ‘Your new girlfriend having a daughter.’ 
 ‘Weird.’
 ‘Cool.’ I yawned. I knew I didn’t want to talk any 
more – I was tired from the park and the nerves and the 

talking and the amount of potato.
 And then he put his hand on my shoulder. I felt like 
eight and a half stone of nervousness underneath it, as if I 
was just sat there waiting to be crushed up like a Quaver. 
 I was dying to wriggle but I grinned more instead. 
Was this alright? Jo might know. Colette would. Maybe this 
was the kind of thing that all Dads did?
 Be careful, Cora. Don’t spoil it all as usual.
 ‘It’s been nice speaking to you, Cora,’ he went, not 
moving the hand at all.
 The owl had stopped. I felt cramp coming in my 
calves from sitting the same way too long. I nodded, 
‘Thanks for the donut and the potato. And for the trainers. 
And for explaining to me about the hoolit.’
 All I wanted was to put the Asics on – inside, alone 
in my room where I could sit and think and look down at 
myself and be myself in silence. Then after, me and my 
mam would sit with a mega bowl of Scampi Fries in front 
of the telly – we’d be wearing our jammies, breathing 
normal, not smiling anywhere near this much. And I’d still 
have the trainers on.
 Gunner had talked to me like he was my mate. He 
had used one of the worst swear words in front of me. He 
had made me feel like it was alright to speak and to be who 
I was so without going over it too much I just went, ‘What 
time do you think you’ll be heading home?’
 Then he went, ‘This is my home.’
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Like-Minded 
People
Mia Farlane

Once inside, Franny realised this 
was a private view.  In which case, 
Monuments of Hope: a personal 
narrative of Distress, Healing and 
Recovery would only be open to the 
public from tomorrow.  
      Anyway, she was here now.  And 
she hadn’t passed anyone holding a 
clipboard and wanting to find her name 
and put a tick next to it; she’d just 
walked in off Cuba Street, and was now 
standing in a small, bright room full of 
people – not her favourite environment 
but she could safely bet that she’d have 
‘social anxiety’ in common with at least 
one other person (more than one, more 
likely) at this gathering; each person 
experiencing it in their own special 
and different way but – experiencing it, 
was the thing to hold onto: she was not 
alone (good to be aware of – while, also, 
ironically, part of the problem).  
      Returning to which, everyone 
here – she might be wrong about this 
but she didn’t think so – would have 
some sort of connection with the artist 
Suzana Harris; they’d be whānau, 
family, or a friend, or a friend of a 
friend.  They’d been invited, was the 
thing.  At the back of the room – just 
spotted – was the young Green Party 
MP, Chlöe Swarbrick (she’d have been 
invited).  And these invited guests 
would know at least one other person 
in the room, was the thing.  One or 

But it wasn’t going to be possible, this 
evening, that said, to wander through 
the exhibition at your own pace in the 
right direction, because of the amount 
of people crowded round this end of 
the room.  She might have to work 
backwards, from hope to hopeless.  
Except that there were also lots of 
people (as you’d hope, at an opening 
night) standing round in clusters along 
the wall on the other side, as well.  Not 
to mention the ones who were standing 
about, chatting with each other.  
 Actually, maybe she’d just leave – 
before anyone started chatting with her 
– this thing was open to the public all 
week, after all – she’d come back later 
when it was– 
 ‘Before I before I jump in and do 
my speech,’ a young woman in her early 
thirties (Suzana Harris, with the wispy 
gold hair) was addressing the room, ‘I’d 
just like to introduce you to Chlöe,’ the 
MP – of course, she was going to do a 
speech too, ‘who will say a few words.  I 
was at parliament,’ Suzana Harris said 
‘a few weeks ago for the government 
release of the new cross-party mental 
health and addictions group, and 
basically it’s …’ 
 Okay: stay for the speeches, 
Franny told herself, and then you can 
go, and come back later in the week, to 
look at the exhibition: okay?  Make your 
way towards the exit after the speeches 

two of them might even have been at 
Ward 27, with the artist, in Wellington 
Hospital’s 
secure unit.  
      Franny had a quick look around 
the gallery to check that no one she 
had been with in the Psych Unit some 
decades ago was here: no one.  That 
was good. 
      Good: now she would focus on 
the art, what she had come for – if she 
could navigate her way around all the 
people.  It looked like you just started 
here, at the left wall, and made your 
way round the room, to the other side.  
That was nice and simple.  It’s not 
always that obvious, in an exhibition, 
which direction you’re meant to go 
in; some galleries have several rooms 
to choose from and the artworks are 
numbered (often chronologically), but 
you still end up going off course and 
missing things.  Not that that mattered, 
unless you liked to tick things off as 
‘done’. 
     Thing 
     Thing 
     Thing 
      At a glance, here – the skirting 
board along the left wall was lined with 
white polystyrene cups – the order 
seemed fairly straight-forward: it went 
from hopeless to hope, from ‘psych 
unit admission papers and ephemera’ 
to photos and paintings. (Simply put.)  

have finished and–
 Clapping.
  ‘Thank you for having me,’ 
Chlöe said.  She was dressed ‘smart-
casual’: black trousers and a white 
blouse.  ‘I feel like this is – it’s quite 
weird to be asked to talk at something 
like this, because I think in particular 
this is, as much as it probably doesn’t 
feel like it is about you, it should be 
about you, it should be about your 
experience – can everybody hear me?  
All good? – so we were just really 
talking (I only just met Suzie about 
fifteen minutes ago),’ general laughter, 
‘and I feel like we’ve “traversed the 
meaning of the universe” in that 
conversation. I, my name’s Chlöe and I 
have anxiety –’ (there you go: anxiety: 
one other person – Franny was right), 
‘and depression and …’ 
 It was in situations like these 
that it might be helpful to do a quick 
‘anxiety count’, to find out how many 
people in the room had it.  
 But: would it help?  To know you 
were: going among anxious people.  
 (We’re all anxious here.  I’m 
anxious.  You’re anxious.  You must be, 
or you wouldn’t have come here.)1

‘… some of the deepest trauma in my 
life,’ Chlöe Swarbrick was now saying, 
‘I never would’ve expected that I 
would’ve ended up in parliament, let 
alone …’  

1 From Leaving Wonderland, a WIP
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 Maybe a good ten percent of the 
people here were on the anxious side.  
Which, if you went along with that – 
let’s say there were eighty people in the 
room – that would make it eight (which 
didn’t feel quite enough).  
 ‘… so, thank you for having me 
and thank you for doing this, Suzie.  
Kia ora.’
 Clapping. 
 Now it was the artist’s turn: 
‘I’m going to try to be present in this,’ 
Suzana (Suzie) Harris said.  ‘Man, this 
has been a long time coming.  I don’t 
know whether you know the story but 
what happened was that I was basically 
in ward 27 …’ 
 It wasn’t ten percent who had 
anxiety though, Franny corrected 
herself, but ‘one in four’, apparently, 
who suffer from it at some time in 
their life (if you believe that statistic).  
But that’s ‘over a lifetime’, of course.  
So, but maybe, given the setting this 
evening, you could up the numbers 
slightly, and make it twelve people here 
perhaps, rather than eight.  Because 
what would eighty divided by one sixth 
be?  You’d first have to divide eighty by 
six: eighty by six … six tens are sixty, 
leaves twenty – divided by six …
 ‘… and nurses and doctors had 
come running to her room at like 
3am, the alarm had gone off, because 
someone had gone in to do “obs” and 
found out that she wasn’t breathing 
and everyone rushes in as the alarm 
goes off, everyone was running round 
the corridors, coming in, and then 
by some miracle this person was 
resuscitated, and actually …’  
 It was stupid when you missed 
the crucial part of what someone was 

here.  Franny wanted to thank the 
artist, but she hadn’t been invited 
and she’d barely glimpsed the 
exhibition yet.
 ‘I guess the biggest thing that 
I can say,’ Suzana said, ‘from this 
exhibition tonight is, like, this is not 
just my exhibition … and I wanna 
just say now like to my family –’  she 
couldn’t speak, because she was crying 
now.  ‘You – you guys, I can’t imagine 
it.  I know.  I know how hard it was, 
the phone calls from E.D., and sitting 
waiting for me to wake up, being that 
unwell, coming to visit me, day in day 
out, in that ward.  Holy heck, I stand 
here because of you …’ 
 Was it okay to be here? She asked 
herself.  And several opinions replied:  
 It was a huge privilege.  
 (And it was a private view.)
 She hadn’t realised it was a 
private view though.  
 But maybe she should have left 
as soon as she did realise.  
 (In other words, as soon as 
she arrived.)
 Perhaps she shouldn’t be here.
 She shouldn’t be here.  
 Or perhaps it was okay that she 
was here?
 Reply pending: buffering, 
buffering, buffering.  
 Anyway, she was here – and now 
she was missing what was being said.  
Because she was listening to a jury, 
deliberating, in her buzzing head.  
 That was the thing: you could 
never get away.  You couldn’t say, I’m 
going for a walk – and leave it at home.  
You weren’t allowed out.  It was like 
you were stuck in a domestic violence 
situation (all in your head), where you 

saying, when they were telling a 
good story, because you weren’t 
listening.  You’d drifted off into 
some mental mathematics – for 
some pointless reason.  
 ‘… this person,’ Suzie said, ‘that 
was my age and that was going through 
such a deep struggle and I was like 
that really resonated with me, and I 
just suddenly realised that, I guess, 
her experience and what she was going 
through and the fact that she nearly 
died was also me …’ 
 The person who was in hospital 
had tried to kill herself.  Obviously.  
That was obviously what it was.  
Okay, she was caught up with the 
story now, and:
 ‘… like – do I want to be another 
number in this beautiful country, 
you know, of – of people that are just 
struggling so hard?  Or do I want to get 
angry, you know?  And …’
 Suzana Harris was beautifully in 
touch with her feelings and connected 
with the people listening.  
 ‘… my friends are falling, and I 
was like screw you!’  General laughter.  
‘You are not taking me out!  And so 
I started dreaming of this exhibition 
some day and I started saving all 
these cups …’ 
 The polystyrene cups she got 
with her daily medication – they’d be 
using reusable cups these days.  So, this 
exhibition was of its time.     
 ‘… versus I guess you guys,’ 
Suzana Harris said, ‘the way you guys 
held your hope for me – yeah, and here 
it is and –’ 
 This was like a very good TED 
talk, but more intimate.  It was a 
privilege, in the literal sense, to be 

weren’t allowed fun, and you weren’t 
allowed friends.  Because, anyway, who 
would want to hear what you had to 
say or be your friend: you were a bad 
listener and stupid – and boring like 
a pointless, repetitive plotless novel 
with no likeable characters, too much 
description and no good dialogue.
 ‘… and this story is not just about 
me, it’s about, like, what community 
can do  when …’
 It might be good to talk to Suzie 
though.  Or overhear someone else 
talking to her perhaps.  Maybe not 
today though.  
 ‘… someone who’s struggling.  
And so I guess that’s what this 
exhibition is about – yeah, these stories 
are sad, some of the things that I went 
through, some of the experiences, were 
awful and I guess that’s what this whole 
exhibition is about, is that it doesn’t 
end there, you know.  So that every 
person today,’ she wept as she spoke, 
‘who’s feeling horrendously awful and 
doesn’t know if they’re going to get 
better: this story doesn’t end here, 
this story …’
 It was going to be a pity to 
have to leave early, when it was quite 
possible that here she was among like-
minded people – but maybe she could 
stay for just a little while, after all, and 
if the opportunity to speak with 
Suzana Harris –  
 No, because she should have left 
as soon as she arrived.  
 (In that she wasn’t supposed 
to be here.)
 So there was no good reason 
to stay.  
 She wasn’t planning on sharing 
her own story – let’s hope.
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 (That would be a little 
inappropriate.)
 But she could say just ‘hello’, 
might be nice.
 (Or embarrassing.)
 It was hard to make a decision in 
a room with so many people 
wandering around.
 (And in that a decision had 
already been made – to  leave after 
the speeches.)
 The best policy, if you don’t 
know what to say, is to say nothing.
 Anyway – here’s the door.
 She left.

Story’s setting: 
https://www.thistlehall.org.nz/suzie-harris/monuments-hope-personal-narrative-mental-distress-healing-and-recovery
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239 Screenshots
Iona Bowden

It has taken me a year and a half,
countless numb nights spent trawling through the 5475 messages, 
to gather all the evidence against him,
a fragmented portrait of abuse in 239 screenshots. 

‘I fucking loved you so much I wanted to marry you and I thought you thought I 
was special’

When we broke up I showed my friend some of his messages,
she told me I had been emotionally abused,
I remember thinking she was wrong, 
he didn’t abuse me he loved me. 

‘You prioritise your friends over me all the time’

Before him I was sure knew what emotional abuse was,
my mother explained it to me when I was 16, 
and I read all about it in the mound of court documents,
that formed the skeleton of the abusive marriage I was the sole product of.

‘Can you be clean please’

He would tell me I hadn’t brushed my teeth or showered well enough, 
so I was forced do them over and over again,
scrubbing my skin and brushing my gums until red raw,
only stopping when he was finally satisfied.

‘I know you want someone else’

He said his jealousy made him act the way he did,
that all the pain he felt inside was my fault,
because I talked too much about my past,
but I’d barely told him a thing. 

‘You will probably die in my arms, either from an accident, or from me killing you’

Hazy mirages of him plague my once pleasant dreams,
panic engulfs my entire being at just the slightest of reminders,

I moved house and changed jobs to try and break free from the daily dread,
yet I don’t think I will ever truly escape.

‘I want to strangle you, so I can feel in control’

Eventually I finally accepted that the abuse went further than his words, 
once he pinned down with his knees and wouldn’t get off as I screamed,
his hand covering my mouth,
I still fear for my life. 

‘I feel like you won’t be able to get over me’

My boyfriend asked if I was over my ex,
I am over him but I’ll never be over the abuse,
and the 239 screenshots I have gathered,
are the only tangible evidence I ever was.
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Bernadette Maybanks

1997

“Your brother collapsed,” she said. 
Unable to decipher the voice, I was 
hesitant to respond. My body stiffened 
in harmony with my muted screams. 
“Is he alright? What happened?” 
Memories of childhood chaos came 
rushing back – there had been another 
disaster and there was nothing I 
could do about it. “Was it his heart?” 
He was only twenty-one, but having 
both parents die prematurely, forced 
this possibility upon me. “He’s at St 
Thomas’s Hospital,” was all she said 
before the phone went dead. There 
was an awkwardness in her voice - 
she knew more.

I trembled at the hospital reception 
and picked at the edges of my nails 
in nervousness. I was trying hard to 
resist the temptation to bite them. My 
eyes misted over, the tears forming in 
the crevices were fighting their way 
out; my determination to keep them 
hidden meant that I needed to avoid 
the scrutiny of people – not easy in 
a bustling hospital. I was directed to 
floor five, and I hurried along. A ward 
meant David was alive.  

Moments later I arrived at a desk. I 
looked up to see his name written on 
one of those wipe away boards in red 
ink. I didn’t wait to ask anyone. David 
and I had been looking after ourselves 
for long enough, and I was used to 

figuring things out, besides, asking for 
help was an unnecessary distraction. 
I quickened my pace to avoid any 
questioning from hospital staff.  I was 
repeating the bed number, “seven,” 
in my head, when I approached a row 
of cubicles. 

I looked around hastily, trying to avoid 
contact with the droves of people 
that tend to congregate in hospitals. I 
didn’t need to walk around to see that 
David was not there. The faces were 
a cloud of white. Then I noticed it, 
the only area with the curtains drawn 
shut. I walked forward, watching my 
Converses as they squeaked against the 
gloss of the floor. I didn’t want David to 
be my next dead body.

Outside bed seven, a doctor stood 
adjacent to the curtains.  I announced, 
“I’m his sister,” then quickly 
interjected with, “and his next of kin.” 
I looked younger than my twenty-
three years and was bored of being 
asked if I was over eighteen or where 
our parents were. I was accustomed 
to the astonished responses to my 
guardianship of David ever since 
enrolling him in secondary school 
when I was sixteen. 

The doctor guided me to the corner 
of the ward as he whispered, “your 
brother has taken an overdose,” the 

I Don’t Know Why
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word overdose was spoken so softly 
that I felt the need to lip-read. I gasped 
and let out a shriek; it was so vulgar 
that a group of men in white coats 
stopped in their tracks to stare at 
me. “He is going to be alright. We are 
flushing the drugs out of his system. 
We are just doing some blood tests to 
check he has not caused any damage.” I 
looked away from the doctor’s lips and 
up at his eyes, “damage?” There was 
irritation in his voice and I realised for 
the first time, that he could barely look 
at me. “There’s a chance that David 
has caused some irreversible damage 
by taking so many paracetamols. It 
could have long-lasting effects on his 
kidney function.” I took a moment to 
read the name on the doctor’s lanyard 
before looking back at David’s cubicle. 
I thought I should at least know the 
name of the person who had saved my 
brother, but it was no use; as soon as 
I saw David’s emaciated body, I had 
forgotten who the doctor was. 

Alone, in a cordoned cubicle, we stood 
metres apart, locked on each other; 
David his grey-blue face tinged with 
shame. His skinny frame gripping onto 
wires and his eyes bulging with sorrow. 
Partially covered in a hospital gown, 
feet exposed and needles piercing into 
his veins, he said, “I’m sorry, Bern,” and 
I knew that he meant it. 
 “Why?” I uttered. 
All he could say was, “I don’t know.” 
 “Is it because of the break-up, 
is it about mummy?” He shrugged the 
possibilities away and reticence filled 
the room. His body remain slumped, 
limbs motionless – he was the purest 
vision of dejection I was ever to see. 

optimistic response, “not long now,” 
but embarrassment heaved through 
her tone and I translated anger from 
her weighty sighs. As one nurse 
informed me, “he is fit and well.  He is 
deliberately making himself sick and 
wasting our time when we have real 
patients who need our help.” Having 
held it together, I could feel the tears 
swell out of me then. 

After an afternoon in the cubicle, 
we were told that we could leave, 
“you are very lucky indeed,” the 
doctor informed us, and although we 
understood what he meant, we didn’t 
feel it. David shot me a look, and I 
knew what he was thinking, “what a 
dick!” Orphaned and abandoned are 
not words we associated with such 
prosperity. We walked side by side, 
our heads hung low because gloom 
plagued our minds. Neither of us knew 
anything of this alternate life we had 
now entered. Heavy loads of remorse 
followed our steps home. David would 
never say what led him to the attempt, 
I believed to be his first, and I couldn’t 
see David’s illness – his mind so full 
of agony. We left the hospital with 
nothing – no advice, no follow-up or 
psychiatric assessment. All we had was 
the blessing that David was alive and 
that, as we were told, “no damage had 
been done,” although arguably the term 
damage was being used very loosely. 

His lowered demeanour reflected guilt, 
and despite the stifling environment, I 
was still absorbing the love he had - he 
did not want to hurt me. He looked lost 
and was unable to articulate any more 
- it was as if he barely understood what 
he had done.  

There were several nurses who 
gathered by David’s bed. Despite their 
presence, I had never felt so alone; 
they never introduced themselves 
or asked how we were. They entered 
the cubicle in silence, tiptoeing, as if 
they wished to disappear through the 
curtains. We tried to ignore the side 
glances, sometimes accompanied by an 
awkward explanation, “I have to change 
the saline bag.” We felt unable to speak 
freely and spent most of our time sat 
quietly. It’s not like we ever talked 
about our emotions anyway - we learnt 
early on that bad things happen and, 
despite all of it, we just kept moving, 
physically at least. I entertained myself 
by absorbing the visuals in the space 
– syringes, needles, Hibiscrub and 
toxic waste bags and resisted the urge 
to tidy up. I listed comforting eats I 
could make for dinner, but David was 
unenthusiastic, “I’ll eat whatever you 
make, Bern.” 

It felt odd, discussing trivia, trying to 
go back to ‘normal’ life, as if nothing 
had happened, but I did not know what 
else to do. 

Watching fluids flowing into him, 
bags constantly changed, I sheepishly 
asked a nurse, “excuse me, how much 
more does he need before it is all out 
of his system?” I was met with an 
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Three Hundred Miles
Angela Wright

February, 1987

At Lizard Point, at the southern-most tip of Cornwall, 
my brother drowned in a raging gale. He was thirty. Face 
down on the tiny beach of Polpeor Cove, he was found by 
an early morning dog walker. Paramedics carried his body 
up the steep path. He was laid out on a slab in a police 
mortuary, three hundred miles from home in Manchester. 
His red Vauxhall Cavalier, a tank of a car, lay in mangled 
pieces on the rocks; in the water.                     

Passion and rage pound the barricades, threatening to 
overwhelm me; overwhelm the world. Some internal 
mechanism fights to hold the centre, but my mind and 
heart shatter. The first domino fells the next with the 
lightest of touches. Perception is accelerated; connections 
made unstoppable. Clarity and light fill my mind, but I am 
swept away in a world of private meaning. People will look 
at me, and see madness. 

It is dark, and raining. I am driving on a motorway like a 
demon, but fearless, cocooned in this white car. It weaves 
me in and out of these lanes like a matchbox toy. I cannot 
understand the numbers on the speedometer. My car pulls 
over momentarily to the hard shoulder, where I rest. 

My white car takes me back into the rushing traffic. 
Driving like a demon. I need to stop. After some time, 
I pull in at Hilton Park Services and go to the cafeteria. 
I order something, eat nothing. I sit motionless, for a 
long time, observing the people. Some of them are very 
familiar to me, and they are in urgent conversation. They 
do not see me. I get up and push through swing doors off 
limits to customers. A small group of workers huddles in 
discussion. I interrupt them, rudely. They are alarmed. 
I move on.

I am looking for someone. There is an exit. I push hard on 
the bars and an unnerving bell sounds out. I am already 
out on the tarmac, moving forward in the dark, foggy 
air of this god-forsaken place. There’s a lone car with 
a beckoning light within. I feel afraid. I think it might 
explode, but I move intentionally towards it. I open the 
passenger door. A man in the driver’s seat looks at me, 
surprised. He has a magazine on his lap. Does he know me? 
No, but I could step in. I close the door and walk away. 

I am following a white sierra: this is the right thing to 
do. We leave the motorway, and now I think we are in 
the Midlands. Through the unknown streets of a built-
up area, I lose my guide, and this distresses me. I park in 
a place, high up, looking over a lit-up city. Perhaps this 
is Birmingham. Lightning-speed thoughts torment me. I 
have the radio on. The man talks of Valentine’s and reads 
Shakespeare: his voice grows familiar. Special songs play 
for me. Almaz. I Knew You Were Waiting. Diamonds on 
the Soles of her Shoes. 

I am on a dual carriageway. It’s raining hard. The car is 
accelerating. A voice screams at me Overtake! Overtake! I 
pull out. Headlights dazzle me. I turn the wheel and veer 
across the path of an oncoming car. My muscles relax. I 
close my eyes and lay my arms down at my sides. Silence, 
but for a shatter of glass. I think I am dead. When I lift my 
head from my hands I see the door hangs lamely. I step 
outside. The roof of my white car is buckled with the force 
of impact. A couple stop to help. The woman leads me 
gently to the back seat of their vehicle, where she sits with 
me. I cry suddenly, feeling afraid. 

A small cottage hospital. I am sitting on a bed and the 
nurse is talking softly to me. I ask for tea and toast which 
she fetches. A man comes. I think he is the hospital doctor. 
He tries to understand, but he is bewildered by me, and 
he leaves. Soon another man arrives. I ask him his name. 
“Dermot,” he says. He is still, and quiet. 
He sits with me for a long time. I am agitated and over-
confident. But he persists with his probing, and wants me 
to acknowledge my risk-taking behaviour. 
 “You could have killed yourself tonight,” he says.
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  “No. I was protected.” 
Dermot waits. He wants me to go with him to 
another place. 
I resist, challenge, debate. He waits. 
Then he says, “Angela, I think you are being 
very unreasonable.” 
I see steel and compassion in his eyes. Something 
changes, and I become compliant.
                                                                                                                                               
I am walking down a wide, chilly corridor, a few paces at 
Dermot’s back. I notice he has a slight limp. He is carrying 
my guitar case, from the white car, and this touches me. 
He’s like an angel. We enter a very large room, and I follow 
him up to a desk. Now Dermot has gone. I feel massively 
lost. A woman – probably a nurse – opens my red satin 
clutch bag. She makes an inventory of my belongings: a 
credit card, a comb, a set of keys. She takes them from me. 
I am taken to a darkened place where I know people are 
sleeping. There is a bed for me in a curtained corner. I lie 
down, but there is no sanctuary for me here.
                                                                       
“You had an abnormal grief reaction,” a consultant 
psychiatrist told me many months later. “It happens 
sometimes.” These comments gave me no comfort, no 
help. They would have me accept that psychosis lurks 
in the mind, moving with stealth, rupturing in a breath, 
ripping through a person’s wholeness with ferocious 
brutality. Just one of those things. What am I to do? 
Tolerate this toxic presence in me? Allow it to bombard 
me at will until I am irreparably broken? No. I will peer 
into the mirror. I will seek out and bring light to these 
distressed and disturbing parts of myself. This mercurial 
mind - a pendulum, sometimes with a crazed swing. But I 
will find the centre. My heart will hold.
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end-of-lockdown haiku
scotland, 16 april 2021
Donal McLaughlin

 freedom friday –
  outside still     but together
   un-muting ourselves
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